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January 12, 1981
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Pr J G Keppler, Regional Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region III

799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

MIDLMID PRCLTECT - SUPPLEMENTAL RESPO:;SE TO TDFRACTION 50-329/78-03-03;
50-330/78-03-03 (ERR 0NEOUS ELD INSPECTION RESULTS ON CABLE TRAY SUPPORTS,
LOWER CABLE SPREADING ROOM) FILE: 0.h.2 UFI: 73*60*13 SERIAL: 11006

References: (a) CPCo Response to IR 50-329/78-03, 50-330/78-03;
Serial Hove-89-78; dat ed June 7,1978

(b) CPCo Final 50.55(e) Neport on Seismic Cable Tray
Supports; Serial Hove-16L-78; dated September 8,1978

(c) NRC IE Inspection Report 50-329/80-30, 50-330/80-31

The infraction described above was initially responded to by reference (a).
This supplemental response is provided to clarify the record as to the date
full compliance was achieved. The initial response indicated that all of the
required actions should have been completed by July 1,1978 and noted that
completed corrective actions and the date of full ec=pliance would be stated
through submittal of the final 50.55(e) on the Seismic Cable Tray Supports.
The final 50.55(e) report was submitted on Septe=ber 8,1978 by reference (b),
and it stated that all the cable tray support velds in question would be in
confomance upon co=pletion of the inspection (and repair as necessary)
required by the disposition of Nonconfomance Report (NCR 1360) for undercut
conditions using the acceptance criteria given in Specification Change Notice
No C-30h-8003 It was expected that the actions vould be completed by
November 1, 1978. NCR 1360 had corrective actions accomplished and was closed
on November 2, 1978. However, during subsequent review for closure of the
infraction in March 1980, an ancmaly was observed by the NRC Inspector on
the closure of an earlier Bechtel NCR (No 987) associated with the subject.
The anomaly was that NCR 987 did not indicate that other necessary rework had
been accomplished but only that the oversize velds had been accepted as is.
Thus, there was no documented evidence that the nececsary rework had been
accomplished on other velds identified as nonconforming on NCR 987 This NCR
was therefore reopened on March 6,1980 to address the condition. The NCR
was redispositioned, had necessary actions accomplished and was closed on
October 10, 1980, which now constitutes the date by which full co=pliance was
achieved.
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The Region III Inspecter, during a Site inspection Octeter 7-10,19S0, reviewed
the documentation and hardware associated with thin infraction and the correcticn
thereof and has determined that we are new in compliance with requirements. This
ite: has remained open with the NEC pending formal notification of when full
compliance was actually achieved. This letter conctitutes that notification.
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CC: RJCock, NRC Recident Incrector
Midland Nuclear Plant
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